The Bombyx mori silk fibroin (SF) films were prepared by solution casting method and effects of electron beam on the optical properties and optical constants of the films have been studied by using UV-Visible spectrophotometer. Optical properties like optical band gap , refractive index n, extinction coefficient k, optical conductivity opt , and dielectric constants * of virgin and electron irradiated films were determined by using UV-Visible absorption and transmission spectra. It was found that the reduction in optical band gap and increase in refractive index with increasing radiation dosage was observed. It is also observed from results that there is increase in dielectric constants with increasing photon energy. The observed optical changes have been tried to be correlated with the structural changes, revealed through FT-IR spectroscopy. The present study is quite important for tailoring the optical responses of SF films as per specific requirements.
Introduction
Silk is a natural semicrystalline biopolymer. Bombyx mori silk consists of two kinds of proteins, fibroin and sericin [1] . Silk fibroin (SF) can be obtained as pure regenerated solution from the silk fibers of Bombyx mori silkworm, by water based process. Silk fibroin from the Bombyx mori silkworm is easily formed into a variety of material forms such as hydrogels [2] , ultrathin and thick films [3, 4] , controlled-release coatings [5] , and 3D porous matrices [6] .
SF films are mechanically robust having very smooth surfaces and highly transparent across the visible region and possess high refractive index [7, 8] . Silk fibroin (SF) is found to be well suited for optical applications in film form with free standing materials of thickness between 20 and 100 m. This is possible due to regenerated silk fibroin in the solid state containing extremely stable -pleated sheets. These secondary structures are stabilized by interchain hydrogen bonding in which every amino acid is laterally bonded twice to its nearest neighbor chain segments. The hydrogen bonds are responsible for the extraordinary physical properties like high tensile strength, toughness, biocompatibility, and biodegradability [9, 10] . SF has been used for centuries for biomedical applications, but it is receiving increasing attention as technological material. Silk fibroin in film form has been recognized as a suitable biopolymer for the development of optical devices [11] , optical waveguides [12] , luminescent solar concentrators [13] , 2D, 3D optical elements-holograms, lenses, optical gratings, and antireflective coatings [14, 15] .
Nowadays the irradiation of polymers is one of the important fields for altering the polymer properties like electrical, optical, chemical, mechanical, and so forth, significantly [16] . The interaction of radiation with polymers leads to chain scission, chain aggregation, formation of double bonds, and molecular emission. As a result of this the polymer properties may be modified [17] . The knowledge of optical properties of silk is essential as it is used as biosensors, antireflective coatings, solar cells, optical waveguides, and so forth. This justifies the need for studying the irradiation effects on the optical properties of the SF fibroin films such as absorption, extinction coefficients, and optical parameters like energy band gap, refractive index, and optical conductivity. We have reported the influence of 8 MeV electron irradiation effects on the optical properties and optical constants of silk fibroin films (silk taken from Mysore, India). 
Experimental

Materials and Methods.
The Bombyx mori CSR4 cocoons were obtained from silkworms reared in controlled condition at the Sericulture Department, University of Mysore, India. Na 2 CO 3 and LiBr (>99% purity, Sigma Aldrich) were used without purification. Bombyx mori CSR4 silk cocoons were cut into small pieces and the product was rinsed with water, then treated with boiling aqueous solution of 0.02 M Na 2 CO 3 for 40 min. with stirring, then rinsed thoroughly with distilled water to remove the glue like sericin protein, and then dried in hot air oven. The silk fibroin solution was prepared by dissolving 6 g of degummed silk in 9.3 M LiBr solution at 60 ∘ C for 4 h. This solution was dialyzed against distilled water using a dialysis cassette with molecular, cutoff weight 3500 Da for 72 h changing water every 6 h in order to remove salt. This solution was optically clear after dialysis and was centrifuged to remove the small amount of silk aggregates that formed during the process. The final concentration of SF was about 1% (w/v). The prepared fibroin solution was transferred into a polystyrene Petri dish, allowing the solvent to evaporate at room temperature for 3 days before the films were peeled off from the plates. The final films were vacuum dried and stored in desiccators to avoid the absorption of moisture. The thickness of the obtained films was 60 ± 0.8 m. The transparency of the SF films in the visible range was more than 90%.
Electron Irradiation.
The polymers samples of size (2 × 2) cm 2 were cut from the prepared films. One sample was kept as virgin and the other three samples were subjected to irradiation of different doses. Irradiation of samples was carried out at Microtron Center, Mangalore University, India, using the electron beam (by lanthanum hexafluorite source). The features of monochromatic beam are given in Table 1 .
UV-Visible Spectroscopy.
The UV-Visible absorption spectra of virgin and high energy electron irradiated silk fibroin film samples have been studied by using UV-Visible spectrophotometer (Shimadzu UV-1800, Japan) in the wavelength range 190-800 nm. All the spectra were recorded by mounting the samples in the integrating sphere assembly attached to the spectrometer, keeping air as the reference. 
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Behaviour. The transition of electrons in different orbitals from the ground state to excited energy states occurs during the absorption of light energy by polymeric materials in the ultraviolet and visible regions. The electronic transitions involved the following types: → * , n → * , n → * , and → * . Many of the optical transitions which result from the presence of impurities have energies in the visible part of the spectrum. Consequently the defects are referred to as colour centres [18] . Energetic beam interaction with polymers generates damage which leads to the formation of new defects and new charge states. Ultraviolet-Visible (UV-Vis) spectrophotometer has become an important tool for investigation of these electronic transitions. It is used to estimate the value of optical energy band gap ( ) in polymers.
The UV-Visible absorption spectra of virgin and 8 MeV electron irradiated (50-150 kGy) silk fibroin polymer samples are presented in Figure 1 , in the wavelength range 280-400 nm. The recorded spectra of virgin silk fibroin film display absorption at 300 nm which is assigned to → * transition of the Tyr, Phe, and Try residues in the SF molecular chain [19] . The intensity of the absorption band changes with increasing dose, while its position slightly shifted towards the higher wavelength side [20] . This may be because electron irradiation of silk fibroin causes the creation of carbonyl group. This lowers the energy required for the optical transition so the absorption moves towards longer wavelengths. The carbonyl group modifies the optical transitions and hence the optical band gap. 
where is the sample thickness in cm and is defined as = log( 0 / ), where 0 and are the intensity of the incident and transmitted beam, respectively. Here the optical band gap was determined from the analysis of the spectral dependence of the optical absorption near the absorption edge. The optical absorption coefficient for noncrystalline materials has the following frequency dependence [21] [22] [23] :
where ℎ] is the energy of the incident photons, is the optical energy gap between the valence band and conduction band, and is an empirical exponent which characterizes the type of optical transition during the absorption process. The exponent has value of 1/2 for allowed direct transition, while it takes the value 3/2 for the direct forbidden transition. And it has values 2, 3 for indirect allowed and forbidden transitions, respectively [24] . The simplest way to obtain the type of transition is to examine the value of , which fits ℎ] to ℎ] with a straight line relationship. In our case, = 1/2 which means an allowed direct transition, where the electron transition is vertical from the top of the valence band to the bottom of the conduction band. The nonvertical transitions are forbidden in this case. The factor depends on the transition probability and can be assumed to be constant within the optical frequency range. The usual method for the determination of the value of involves plotting ( ℎ]) are normally obtained by extrapolation of the linear part of the curve to intersect the -axis at zero absorption [25] which gives the corresponding energy band gap and which is presented in Table 2 .
Urbach Energy.
The exponential dependence on the photon energy (ℎ]) by the absorption coefficient near the band edge for noncrystalline materials follows the Urbach relation [26, 27] 
where 0 is a constant, is an energy which is interpreted as the width of the tail of localized states in the forbidden band gap, ] is the frequency of radiation, and ℎ is Planck's constant. Figure 3 shows the variation in the logarithm of the absorption coefficient as a function of the photon energy for all unirradiated and electron irradiated SF samples. The value of Urbach energy ( ) is normally calculated by considering the reciprocal of the slope of the linear portion in the lower photon energy region of these curves. The calculated values of Urbach energy for virgin and electron irradiated silk fibroin film samples are presented in Table 2 . The decrease in Urbach's energy may be due to the decrease in the crystalline nature of the polymer [28] . Upon irradiation, the transparent silk fibroin film polymer became yellow and the degree of yellowness was found to be increased with increasing electron irradiation dose. Treatment of silk with radiations is reported to produce yellow colour due to oxidation of amino acid residues glycine, alanine, serine, and tyrosine [29, 30] and especially formation of chromophore products [31, 32] .
Determination of Refractive Index.
For many devices, accurate knowledge of the refractive index and its frequency dependence is very important. The refractive index ( ) values for virgin and high energy electron irradiated SF samples at different wavelengths have been calculated by using the relation [27] :
where is the extinction coefficient. The extinction coefficient is a measure of the fraction of light lost due to scattering 
The spectral distributions of the values of and for different doses are shown in Figures 4 and 5 , respectively. Figure 4 shows the refractive index increases with irradiation doses; indeed changes from 1.72 to 2.13 at 600 nm, when radiation dose increases from 0 to 150 kGy. It is observed that the refractive index increased with increasing dosage and the radiation induced refractive index changes are very large. These changes showed that exposure of SF films to energetic electron radiation is most acceptable approach to tailor the refractive index efficiently. It has a potential applicability for optical devices, for example, optical waveguides and photonic devices [34, 35] . The dependence of extinction coefficient on the wavelength is presented in Figure 5 for virgin and electron irradiated samples. The extinction coefficient shows clear changes with increasing doses; indeed, changes from 1.3 × 10 −6 to 2.5 × 10 −6 at = 630 nm for increase in radiation dose from 0 to 150 kGy. This change in refractive index and extinction coefficient with increasing irradiation is attributed to structural modifications occurring in the samples.
Optical Conductivity.
Using the absorption coefficient ( ) and refractive index ( ) of the material one can calculate the optical responses of a material in terms of the optical conductivity opt , which is given by the relation [36, 37] 
where is the velocity of light. Figure 6 shows the variation of the optical conductivity as a function of photon energy for the SF samples. From Figure 6 it is very clear that the optical conductivity increases with increase in photon energy and also increasing radiation doses under investigation. The increase in optical conductivity can be attributed to the increase in absorption coefficient.
Determination of Dielectric Properties.
The complex dielectric constant ( * = + ) is a fundamental property of the material, which characterizes the optical properties of a solid material. The dielectric constant consists of two components, real part and imaginary part. The real part of the dielectric constant shows how much it will slow down the speed of light in the material, whereas the imaginary part indicates how a dielectric material absorbs energy from an electric field due to dipole motion. The knowledge of the real and imaginary parts of the dielectric constant gives the information about the loss factor which is the ratio of the imaginary part to the real part of the dielectric constant. The real and imaginary parts of the dielectric constant can be determined by the following relations [38] :
= 2 .
Figures 7(a) and 7(b) show the variation of the real and imaginary parts of the dielectric constant as a function of photon energy for the virgin and electron irradiated SF samples. From the figures it is clear that both real and imaginary parts of the dielectric constant increase with increase in photon energy. The real part of the dielectric constant depends on refractive index by (7) because the effect of extinction coefficient is very small and hence has a negligible contribution [39] . Increase in real part was observed with increase in photon energy and irradiation doses. The imaginary part of the dielectric constant depends on extinction coefficient by (8) because the refractive index is very small [40] . From the figure it is clear that the value of imaginary dielectric constant increases slowly in the lower energy region and increases sharply in the higher energy region. These results indicate that the loss factor increases with increase in photon energy. ( sheet) for amide I, 1520 cm −1 ( sheet) for amide II, and 1230 cm −1 (random coil), were assigned as both silk I and silk II structure [41, 42] of the SF. This indicates that both random coil ( -helices) and sheet structure occur in SF simultaneously. When the SF films were subjected to high energy electron irradiation, the FT-IR results showed that the absorption bands 1617, 1511, and 1229 cm −1 were shifted to 1623, 1516, and 1236 cm −1 , respectively. Also the FT-IR spectrum shows the intensity of amides I-III, increased as irradiation dose increased, indicates the weakening of the peptide bond (C-N) in polypeptides [43] . Such structural changes as revealed through FT-IR spectroscopy corroborate the observations from optical measurements.
Conclusions
The basic optical properties and optical constants of the unirradiated and electron beam irradiated SF films have been investigated by means of absorbance and transmittance spectra. The observed variation in optical parameters such as the optical band gap ( ), refractive index ( ), extinction coefficient ( ), optical conductivity ( opt ), and dielectric constants ( * ) of SF may lead to tailoring of the optical properties of this biopolymer as per specific requirements after electron irradiation. Refractive index and optical conductivity of the polymer increase with increasing radiation dosage indicating SF films are suitable for antireflective coating, photonic devices, and image sensors. To our knowledge, this is the first systematic work to report the variation in the refractive index of SF, in the almost complete visible range, as a result of electron irradiation.
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